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Problem Statement

01 In the workplace, conflicts and issues can occasionally arise.

These issues  are not always promptly addressed with the HR department

03 Both employees and HR professionals may be concerned about the potential 

impact on the company's reputation and their own career.

04 These issues can encompass a range of topics, including but not limited to

  a) matters such as sexual harassment

 b) bullying by peers or superiors

 c) disputes related to NDA

Studies show female employees are disproportionately affected by such issues.
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Solution

01 A trusted ally

02 Assisting individuals in mapping out their plans and setting achievable goals

03 Resolving disputes within specified timeframes

Our goal is to create a supportive chatbot that employees can turn to when facing 

everyday workplace stress, heavy workloads, team dynamics challenges, or instances of 

managerial feedback.

This chatbot will serve as:
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Product

Our product is not just a chatbot; it's a valuable ally in helping employees build 
successful and satisfying careers while promoting a healthier workplace 
environment.

Our product offers:
Supportive Guidance
Goal Setting
Dispute Resolution
Confidentiality
Empowering Female Employees
User-Friendly Interface
Enhancing Culture Ethics
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Product
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1T3_8UDw5NlXeEnLWN5pkuf7n6il1p2FE/preview


Market Size

A SCHEINMAN INSTITUTE ON CONFLICT RESOLUTION research estimate 
Workplace conflict reportedly costs companies $359 billion a year, 
indicating a significant financial burden that organizations are keen to 
address, potentially through technology solutions like the one we are 
developing 

The Legal tech market was estimated to be $23.7 billion with a 9.1% CAGR 
through 2030, with higher adoption to AI. 

Although it is quite hard to estimate exact size of market as its quite a new 
alternative solution to a old problem, and judging by the current solution i.e 
arbitration procedure cost in high 10 figure. It will be an educated guess to 
say TAM is ample.
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Market Size (ALT Slide)
● Workplace Conflict Costs:

● US companies face a $359 billion annual cost due to workplace conflicts.

● Legal Tech Market Growth:

● Projected value $23.7 billion, growing at a 9.1% CAGR through 2030.

● Market Size Estimation:

● The exact market size is elusive due to the novelty of legal tech solutions in addressing

 traditional problems like workplace conflict.

● Comparative Analysis:

● Legal tech could offer cost-effective solutions compared to high 10-12 -figure arbitration 

procedures.
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Tech Used

1. GPT
2. ai21
3. llm
4. Flutter
5. Flask
6. langchain
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Resources
GitHub Repo: 
https://github.com/iffyaiyan/lawminds

Web Demo: 
https://lawminds.vercel.app/

Mobile Demo: 
https://appetize.io/app/e6wnbovkq4wwpn4fxm6uai4iyy 

APK: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PFyWijvrVyOC7fZqvNbKknQaFEh
y-GVN/view?usp=drive_link 
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